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ProX XB-BP36TB Universal Gig Bag fits up to two 36 inch Base Plates

Description
ProX XB-BP36TB Universal Gig Bag fits up to two 36-inch Base Plates. This base plate padded protective bag is designed with
meticulous attention to detail, this gig bag offers unparalleled protection and convenience for your base plates, ensuring that they arrive
at their destination in pristine condition.

Key Features
Superior Construction: Crafted from high-quality materials, the ProX XB-BP16TB Gig Bag is built to withstand the rigors of the road.
The rugged exterior protects your base plates from bumps, scratches, and minor impacts, while the soft interior lining prevents any
potential damage caused by friction during transit.

Spacious Interior
With ample room to accommodate up to two base plates, this gig bag ensures a secure and snug fit for your equipment. The portable
bag allows you to store two base plates comfortably, making it an ideal companion for DJs, musicians, and audio professionals who
require multiple setups.

Secure Enclosure
The gig bag features a sturdy zipper closure system, which seals your base plates securely within the bag. This prevents any accidental
openings during transportation and guarantees easy access when needed.

Padded Shoulder Strap and Handles: Comfortable transportation is key when you're on the go. Each Gig Bag is equipped with a
padded shoulder strap and durable handles, providing multiple carrying options for your convenience. Whether you're heading to a gig,
studio session, or rehearsal, carrying your base plates has never been easier or more comfortable.

Lightweight and Portable
We understand that ease of travel is crucial for musicians and professionals. Despite its exceptional protective capabilities, the gig bag
remains lightweight and easy to carry, making it a breeze to transport between venues, studios, or practice spaces.

Note: Base plates shown in images are for illustrative purposes only and are not included with the gig bag.

Features

Ballistic nylon with red trim construction
Heavy-duty dual zippers
Durable double-stitched strap handles
Large top opening for easy loading/unloading
Embroidered ProX Logo
Zippered front pouch
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36" Aluminum 8mm Truss Base Plate for F34 F32 F31 Conical Square Truss with
Connectors
SKU: XT-BP3636A

Universal Gig Bag fits up to two 24 inch Base Plates
SKU: XB-BP24TB
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What did you think

To Fit
Any trademarks, trade names or brand names appearing herein that do not belong to ProX are the property of their respective owners and/or companies,
and such appearance doesn't and shall not constitute or imply endorsement, sponsorship or recommendation by ProX.

ProX Truss
(1) Base Plates • View all products for ProX Truss Base Plates

Interior Dimensions
(1): 1.50"H x 36.00"W x 36.00"L

Exterior Dimensions & Weight
1.50"H x 37.00"W x 37.00"L - Weight: 2.75 lbs

Shipping Dimensions & Weight
Box 1 of 1: 1.60"H x 37.00"W x 37.00"L - Shipping Weight: 3.00 lbs

Suggested Shipping Method: Parcel

UPC
019372408802
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